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The arrival of Zika virus in the United States has generated a lot of activity on social media focusing on
the algorithmic increase in the spread of the disease and its concerning complications. Accurate and cred-
ible dissemination of correct information about the arbovirus could help in decreasing the pandemic spread
and associated apprehension in the population. Our study examined the effective use of the social media
site Facebook (Facebook Inc, Menlo Park, CA) as an information source for the Zika virus pandemic. We
found that the misleading posts were far more popular than the posts dispersing accurate, relevant public
health information about the disease.
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The pandemic of Zika virus infection is the fourth arboviral pan-
demic to arrive in the Western Hemisphere in the past 3 decades.
Discovered in Uganda in 1947, Zika virus is predominantly a mild,
dengue-like disease with some data showing neurologic compli-
cations in infected humans.1 Data from French Polynesia documented
a concomitant epidemic of 73 cases of Guillain-Barré syndrome,
which may represent a complication of Zika virus. More publi-
cized and of greater concern is the epidemic of microcephaly in
Brazil, manifested by an apparent 20-fold increase in incidence from
2014-2015, believed to be caused by Zika virus infection in preg-
nant women. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
reported that more than 400 pregnant women in the United States
have been affected by the infection.2 Both the algorithmic increase
in the spread of the disease and the graphic media associated with
the disease has caused rapid activity surrounding it in social media.
It is important to spread accurate information that encourages public
compliance to preventative guidelines.

Facebook (Facebook Inc, Menlo Park, CA) has become an impor-
tant source of news—roughly two-thirds (64%) of US adults use the
Web site, and half of those users obtain news from the site.3 Given

its universal availability, outreach, and substantial influence on the
information available to the public—we decided to use Facebook as
our research site for dissemination of public health information via
social media.

METHODS

We searched Facebook’s desktop platform for a week starting
June 21, 2016, using the key words Zika and virus for posts and videos
during the previous month containing relevant public health in-
formation about the disease. The search was done using a newly
created nascent account to avoid bias in the search results. There
were many discussion groups with 21,786 members and more than
221 posts/videos during the previous month. The top-200 posts were
selected for analysis by 2 independent physician reviewers. These
posts were classified as relevant information/news or misleading
information. The classification was based on the quality of scien-
tific information, emphasis on prevention, and citation of credible
sources. The posts calling Zika virus a hoax or conspiracy or with
pseudoscientific speculations were listed as misleading posts.
Interrater reliability was ensured by a third reviewer who cross-
checked the dichotomous coding and eliminated posts that were
discrepant. Ethical considerations in our research were important
due to it being a multiinstitutional collaborative study requiring use
of social media.
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RESULTS

A total of 200 of the most popular posts with relevant informa-
tion on Zika virus posted during the previous month were selected.
The classification of these posts was done independently by 2 phy-
sician reviewers (MS and KY) from different academic institutions.
There was a discrepancy in classification of 17 posts and these posts
were eliminated from the study. In all, 81% of posts and videos had
useful information or credible news updates about the disease
(Table 1). The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention contrib-
uted about 22 posts of useful videos, with a total of about 1,000
shares (maximum, 196 shares). The majority (n = 121) of useful posts
were by news agencies like CNN, TIME, and Reuters. We noticed dif-
ferences in the popularity of these posts based on simplicity of
content, graphic representations, and popularity of the source. About
12% (n = 21) of posts were classified as misleading by both domain
experts (MS and KY, who specialize in pediatrics and internal med-
icine, respectively) and the majority of these contained content
related to the pandemic as a way to depopulate third-world coun-
tries or called Zika virus a hoax intended to cover up chemical
teratogens manufactured by major multinational corporations.

We identified the most popular posts in both groups to compare
the relative influence of these posts. The most popular useful post
was a World Health Organization press release, which had view-
ership of 43,000 views with 964 shares. The most popular misleading
post was a video called “10 reasons why Zika virus fear is a fraud-
ulent medical hoax.” It had more than 530,000 views, more than
19,600 combined shares, and more than 600 supportive com-
ments. The video alleged that birth defects like microcephaly were
due to larvicidal chemicals rather than the arbovirus and the disease
is a conspiracy construed by multinational chemical conglomer-
ates. These unfounded rumor mongering and conspiracy theory posts
were more popular than the posts disseminating accurate infor-
mation. This kind of misinformation can be harmful because it builds
on existing narratives, blocking measures that deal with the pan-
demic. For example, similar pseudoscientific misinformation led to
a ban on pesticides in Brazil that was counterintuitive to stopping
the spread of Zika virus.

DISCUSSION

Information dissemination is vital during times of public health
crisis. Internet social media is an effective medium with universal
outreach where information sharing is available to the public. Face-

book has been shown to be a good source for vital information and
updates as the Zika virus pandemic travels north to America. We
found the useful videos on Facebook to be great educational tools
for the general public. These are increasingly popular, with more
than 100,000 users communicating about the pandemic. However,
there is also a great risk of misinformation because conspiracy theo-
ries tend to be more popular on publicly shared platforms. A social
media bot can also be created that panders to spreading rumors
during times of pandemic and can cause significant obstacles in
dealing with the spread of disease. We need an effective strategy
to deal with spread of misinformation during these times.4

CONCLUSIONS

Our study highlights Facebook as a platform for health infor-
mation dissemination during times of public health crisis. It is
interesting that the misguided video posts about Zika virus were
far more popular than the posts dispersing accurate public health
information about the disease. We propose better curation of public
health-related social media posts during times of health crises and
pandemics. It is important to realize that very strict criteria or cen-
sorship will likely result in exacerbating conspiracy theories and
might lead to further propagation of these beliefs on alternative social
media platforms. Facebook allows objectionable content to be re-
ported and can also potentially classify misleading public health
information. This feature can be used to create an alert noting the
post as unverified health information instead of completely block-
ing the content. The reliability of the content of posts pertaining
to pandemics should be corroborated because this might affect herd
behavior.
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Table 1
Facebook (Facebook Inc, Menlo Park, CA) posts about the Zika virus pandemic with the most popular post characteristics

Variable Useful information Misleading/misguiding information

Number of posts (%) 162 (81) 21 (12)
Most popular post WHO Live press briefing on Zika virus* 10 reasons why Zika virus fear is another fraudulent medical hoax

and vaccine industry funding scam†

Total views 43,000 535,000 (178,000 + 357,000)
Total shares 964 15,300 + 4,300
Average shares for all posts 200 740

+, Added Sum of the views of the same video from two different sources.
*World Health Organization (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=USgp2fNQwR4).
†TheHealthRanger. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Hzsvkw8Lko).
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